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It Our Turn To Eat is a powerful and moving film that explores the complex
and often painful history of race and poverty in America. The film follows
the lives of several young black men as they struggle to make their way in
a society that is often hostile to them. It Our Turn To Eat is a must-see for
anyone who wants to understand the challenges facing the black
community in America today.

The Film

It Our Turn To Eat was released in 2016 and is directed by Stanley
Nelson. The film is a mix of archival footage, interviews, and personal
stories. It tells the story of the black community in America from the time of
slavery to the present day. The film is a powerful indictment of racism and
white supremacy, and it shows how these forces have shaped the lives of
black people in America.

The Impact of the Film

It Our Turn To Eat has had a significant impact on the Black Lives Matter
movement. The film has helped to raise awareness of the challenges facing
the black community, and it has inspired people to take action to fight
racism and injustice. The film has also been used as a teaching tool in
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schools and universities, and it has helped to educate people about the
history of race in America.

The Importance of the Film

It Our Turn To Eat is an important film because it tells the story of the black
community in America from a black perspective. The film is a powerful
indictment of racism and white supremacy, and it shows how these forces
have shaped the lives of black people in America. The film is a must-see for
anyone who wants to understand the challenges facing the black
community in America today.

It Our Turn To Eat is a powerful and moving film that explores the complex
and often painful history of race and poverty in America. The film is a must-
see for anyone who wants to understand the challenges facing the black
community in America today. The film has had a significant impact on the
Black Lives Matter movement, and it has helped to raise awareness of the
challenges facing the black community. The film is also an important
teaching tool, and it has helped to educate people about the history of race
in America.
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